Pattern Sewing Machine FX1310

- **Product Name:** Pattern Sewing Machine
- **Model NO.:** FX1310
- **Origin:** Zhejiang, China
- **Brand Name:** FOXSEW

Presser foot control system can provide identical upper and lower tension sewing.

1. Interval presser foot lift could be switched when the thickness of the material changes so that interval presser foot works in certain press and minimum resolution 0.05mm to ensure correct sewing of upper and lower stitch.

2. The resolution data input could be set to 0.05mm/pulse, and maximum sewing speed up to 2700 needles/minute to ensure beautiful, smooth curve and oblique stitch, as well as working efficiency.

3. Unique computerized direct driven motor to ensure prompt start and stop, time saving up to 19% minimum interval below 4mm when sewing speed is at 2700 needles/minute to reach the economic mode of power saving.

4. Computerized direct driven power saving motor with no transmission waste, make
FX-1310 the lowest electricity consuming computerized decorative pattern sewing machine

5. equipped with colorful LCD programming utility, presser foot heave could be set at control panel. (motor driven presser foot specification)

6. presser foot lifting is controlled by pulse, input data on the control panel with no other tools needed.
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